2018-2019 UVA E-Cup Winners and Finalists

Concept Competition

Award Recipients ($1,000 each) in *bold

**UVA E-Cup Concept Competition: Consumer/Business-to-Business Track**

*Financely*
Matthew Quan, A&S '21; Kavya Ravikanti, A&S; Yash Tekriwal

*Gait Connections*
Colin Rice, Darden '19; Clay Callaway, Darden '19

*Lotta*
Muhammad Ahmad, COMM '20; Naseerullah Khan, A&S '20

*My K-12 Advisor*
Carlos Bortoni, Darden '19

*Ocean Loans*
Peter Weicher, Darden '19

*Slay*
Kelly Bonilla, Darden '20; Jade Palomino, Darden '20

SportSpot
Patrick Obrien, COMM '19; Suraj Reddy

StatXP
Daniel Manning, Darden '19

Trulli
Amanda Joseph, Darden '19; Pat Adams, Darden '19 Yeoman Steven Mortimer, Darden '19
UVA E-Cup Concept Competition: Health Care Services & Technologies Track

APS
Chris Dauber, SEAS ’22

*BeKeeper
Michael Brophy, Darden ’19

*ConTrack
Alexander Singh, SEAS ’19

Daily Planner
Jake Moses, SEAS ’21

ICAN
Tanapol Kosolwattana, SEAS ’20; Tanyaporn Pattarabanjird, Medicine ’24

*InStep
Alec Brewer, SEAS ’21; Zack Landsman, SEAS ’21

*MedLock
Roy Jad, SEAS ’22; Rishub Handa, SEAS ’22; Sahil Parikh, A&S ’22

*SmartCast
Kara Koopman, SEAS ’22; Dylan Fernandes, SEAS ’22

MentalMassage
Melinda Woods, EMBA ROS Darden ’19; Carmen Recupero, EMBA Darden ’19

TeleNet
Nishtha Sawhney, A&S ’19; Jared Capelle, SEAS ’19
UVA E-Cup Concept Competition: Social Entrepreneurship Track

*Hoos for Inclusive Sexual Education
Hunter Wagenaar, A&S '21; Sydney Hainsworth, Curry '19; Hannah Lee, A&S '21

ResumeBlind
Zane Alpher, SEAS '21; Kush Patel, SEAS '21; Jeremiah Thomas, SEAS '21

*Riley – the Social Network for the Disability, Ill, and Caretaker Community
Elizabeth Tikoyan, Curry '19

Tropicaux
Mamadi Diane, Darden '19; Keri Dickens, Darden '19; Rami Ibrahimi, Darden '19; Marlon Evans, Darden '19; Ricardo Alcala Guzman, Darden '19; Dan Manning, Darden '19

DreamEd
James Lapp, Darden '20

*Heartbeat
Tomeka Carroll, SEAS '20

*Yielding Accomplished African Women
Maame Esi Eghan, A&S '20; Esther Boachie, A&S '20; Diana Wilson; Eunice Kyereme

*Second Chance Coffee
Yaxin Ren, COMM '20; Peiching Teo, COMM '19; Yifan Lim, COMM '20

Fabrikit

Sunny Side
Rohan Singh, Architecture '22
UVA E-Cup Concept Competition: Science/Engineering Track

*Smart CVT*
Nick Anselmo (SEAS Sys ‘20), Miller Garrett (SEAS ‘20), and Kevin Meyers (SEAS ’20)

*The “Self-Aware” Autonomous Lawnmower*
Joseph Carley (SEAS ‘22)

*WAND Smart Systems*
Raahish Kalaria (SEAS ’22)

*HydroTube*
Mariane Pereira (SEAS ’19), Joana Azevedo (SEAS ’19), and Oliver Nicholas (SEAS ‘19)

HydroClean
Kevin Fletcher (SEAS ‘21) and Angela Yi (SEAS ’20)

Clip
Wenxuan (Sharon) Zheng (SEAS ’21)

*BraveX*
William Kodama (SEAS ’21), Dhyey Parikh (SEAS ‘21). And Yaman Shrestha (SEAS ’21)

RANA Kit
Colin Moore (SEAS ’19), Rohan Taneja (SEAS ’21), Andy Hui (SEAS ‘21), Mary Blankemeire (SEAS ‘21), Hsing Chun Lin Lin (SEAS ’21), and Jason Thomas (SEAS ’20)

AdSonic
Jacob Matriccno (SEAS ‘20) Cameron Fard (SEAS ‘20), Coke Matthews (SEAS ‘20), and Matthew Angeley (COMM ’20)

Aloha
Abu Syeed Mondol (SEAS PhD Candidate)
Discovery Competition

*Award Winners ($5,000 unless marked otherwise):

*BraveX*
William Kodama and Dhyey Parikh, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science '21

*Clique*
Kane Thomas, College of Arts and Sciences '19; Jared Downing, College of Arts and Sciences '18

*Flowmaster*
Stephen Ramon and Shockley Nunnery, School of Medicine '21; Dr. Brian Fletcher

*Heartbeat*
Stephen Ramon and Shockley Nunnery, School of Medicine '21; Dr. Brian Fletcher

*InternLab*
Kate McGinn, McIntire School of Commerce '19; Yash Tekriwal, McIntire School of Commerce '18

*MedLock*
Rishub Handa and Roy Jad, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science '22; Sahil Parikh, College of Arts and Science '22

*MetaCTF*
Mariah A. Kenny, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science '19; Jake Smith and Roman Bohuk, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science '20; Marina Sanusi, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science '18

*Roam*
Christian Lessard and Natalie Hunt, College of Arts & Sciences '19; Frayser Wall, College of Arts & Sciences '21

*Single Baked Sweets*
Melissa Stefaniak, Darden School of Business '19

*Slay*
Jade Palomino and Kelly Bonilla, Darden School of Business '20

*Trulli*
Amanda Joseph and Pat Adams, Darden School of Business '19
Launch Competition

**Award Recipients:**

First place ($20,000) – Minimally Invasive Spinal Technology, LLC

Second place ($15,000) – Slay, LLC

Third place ($10,000) – Uball LLC

**Launch Competition Finalists:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Team Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dermalescent</td>
<td>Brian Larsen, GEMBA Darden School of Business ’20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIST</td>
<td>Alexander Singh, Rohit Rustagi, and Eric Taleghani, Undergraduate School of Engineering and Applied Science ’19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley</td>
<td>Elizabeth Tikoyan, Curry School of Education ’19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakti Apparel</td>
<td>Shafat Khan, College of Arts &amp; Sciences ’19; Jane Hammaker, Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy ’19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenandoah Iron</td>
<td>Dominick DeCanio, College of Arts &amp; Sciences ’22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Baked Sweets</td>
<td>Melissa Stefaniak, EBMA Darden School of Business ’19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slay</td>
<td>Jade Palomino and Kelly Bonilla, Darden School of Business ’20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SportSpot</td>
<td>Patrick Obrien, McIntire School of Commerce ’19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swipes</td>
<td>Erik Toor and Susie Kim, McIntire School of Commerce ’20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trulli</td>
<td>Amanda Joseph and Pat Adams, Darden School of Business '19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uball</td>
<td>Tim Shields and Molly Shields, College of Arts &amp; Sciences '21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>